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Mcadamis enjoys listening to “Folklore” by Taylor Swift as she said the
Indie-Folk tone of the album is perfectly
conveyed through it.
“I like listening to records most when
I’m doing homework because it’s much
more calming than listening to it off your
phone or computer,” Mcadamis said.
Sarah Abbas, senior, has owned her Victrola
record player for approximately two years now, and
her vinyl collection gets bigger by the second.
“‘Melodrama’ by Lorde and ‘Circles’ by Mac Miller
are both religious experiences on vinyl,” Abbas said.
“They’re good albums on their own, but listening to
them on a record player is a whole different experience.”
Abbas is also happy to see her peers indulge in
record players.
“Having your music as something tangible and as
something you can collect and discuss is a really cool
thing,” Abbas said. “Not to mention the fact that the
sound quality is top notch.”
Neil Landow, manager of Euclid Records in Webster Groves, said listening to a record is a completely
different experience.
“A vinyl has texture, warmth and it makes the
music sound smooth,” Landow said. “Truly, it is
an experience that you wouldn’t have had through
phone speakers.”
Landow sees that most teenagers tend to own
Crosleys, and said it's ironic because they used to
have a bad reputation for scratching and ruining
vinyls.
He said Crosleys are a good beginning point for
people newly getting into records.
Landow is also responsible for purchasing vinyls
for the store, so he has seen the increase of record
sales firsthand. For Euclid Records, record sales
have increased tremendously in the past four to five
years and he attributes that to the increase in teenage
record fanatics.
“It seems to be more of a revival, rather than a
fleeting trend,” Landow said. “Teens have grown up
in this digital age, but now they’re being reintroduced
to record players through older generations.”

HOW TO MAINTAIN RECORD PLAYERS:

1
2
3
4
5

Purchase a protector case that covers the player to protect from
dust and scratches. Typically ranging from $15 to $30, a case can
increase the longevity of your player.
Clean the needle of your player after each use by using a designated stylus-cleaning brush at least once a week. Additionally,
replace the stylus every two years for optimal sound.
For a more thorough clean, dampen a lint-free soft piece of cloth
with rubbing alcohol and wipe down the surface, starting from
the center and working your way out in a circular motion.
Make sure your record player is placed atop a leveled and clean
surface. Unaligned players will cause your record to curve or be
damaged.
Use a record clamp to have the perfect amount of pressure on
both the stylus and record. This prevents scratching.

Information from Victrola
Infographic by Waha Siddiqui
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A FEW YEARS AGO, SENIOR JACK WALKER'S
parents gifted him a Crosley record player. Since
then, Walker has preferred listening to music on his
record player over streaming on Spotify or Apple
Music.
“Something about playing a record on a record
player is a bit more relaxing and fun than listening to
music on my phone,” Walker said.
Specifically, Walker’s favorite vinyl to play is Mac
Miller’s 2018 “Swimming” album.
“It’s one of my favorite albums of all time and
playing it on the record player perfectly fits the vibe
of the album,” Walker said.
While Walker is glad to see more teens dive into
the vintage music device, he said most teens purchase
record players simply because it’s trendy, but a record
player is a medium of music that should be reserved
for avid music listeners.
According to a survey conducted by Consequence
of Sound, 2020 was the first time in 20-30 years that
physical vinyl sales exceeded CD sales.
Sanjana Iyer, junior, is glad an older trend was
able to gain more appreciation
“It started as a popular social media thing that
went with the vintage aesthetic, but more and more
people have started appreciating records from all different music tastes and styles, which I think is really
cool,” Iyer said.
Iyer said she loves listening to records such as
“Wonder” by Shawn Mendes, “Don’t Smile At Me”
by Billie Eilish and “Folklore” by Taylor Swift on her
tried and true Crosley record player.
Iyer says the difference between the audio
through an iPhone speaker and the audio coming
from a record player is noticeable.
“The music speaks to me more when it’s on vinyl
and almost as if the artist is right in front of me,” Iyer
said. “It creates a sense of appreciation for the vocals
and lyrics that go into creating music that are sometimes overlooked.”
Like Iyer, fellow Crosley owner Maria Mcadamis,
junior, said teens are currently drawn to a vintage
aesthetic and record players are a good way to express that.
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